Missouri Policies for Testing Centers

This memo provides information concerning Missouri guidelines for the CBT and PBT when offering the HiSET exam at your testing centers.

**Calculator Policy:** In January 2018, Missouri began allowing test takers to have a choice of using the Sharp-EL-240SAB hand-held calculator and/or the computer-embedded calculator for the Mathematics Computer-Based HiSET. For the Mathematics Paper-Based HiSET, test takers may ONLY use the Sharp-EL-240SAB hand-held calculator.

**Formula Sheet Policy:** In March 2018, Missouri began allowing test takers to have a choice of using a printed/laminated copy of the Formula Sheet and/or the computer-embedded Formula Sheet for the Mathematics Computer-Based HiSET. For the Mathematics Paper-Based HiSET, test takers may ONLY use the printed/laminated copy of the Formula Sheet.

**Scratch Paper Policy:** Missouri Testing Centers will provide three pieces of lightly colored Scratch Paper per test taker for the Computer-Based HiSET or the paper-Based HiSET. At the end of testing, the Test Administrator’s will collect all three pieces.

In an effort to keep Missouri Testing Centers more standardized and consistent across Missouri, please supply test takers with the necessary above items **before the test begins** so that the items are available to the students if needed. Questions regarding these Missouri guidelines should be addressed to the HSE office: 573-751-3504.